
Meaning of 
Elwald to Ellot
Of  Northumbrian; a Scottish Border Name

There are many spellings which are variations. The reader like today's modern computer 
with scanning and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) wants to put in an “i”, but 
there is no, and may it be repeated no “i” or even a “y” in Elwald or Ellot. 

In the eighth century we find the name of Elwald in King Elwald I who minted this rare 
coin called a skeet.

This is an era in which very few written record were kept an very few could read, so 
symbolism could be used to represent people. The above coin appears as an elk head on 



one side and may be a deer on the other side.

At first it was felt that El is not for Elk because the word Elk did not appear at the time, 
and Elf and King Elwald I was said to be the Elf ruler.

It should be noted we do not need the meaning of Elf or Elk but the meaning of El.

So I tried to look up the etymology or origins of the words Elf and Elk and the year in 
which the names originate.





With the statement under the origins of elk;   “el- produced a number of names for 
deerlike animals”, which are the symbols on the minted coin.

So have a concluded that; EL- means deerlike.
To be deerlike would to have speed and agility, and given antlers as on the coin would also be able 
to piece, like may be with a sword or pike. Deerlike animals have a tendency to hide themselves in 
the woods during the daylight hours.

http://www.kafejo.com/lingvoj/conlangs/aep/words.htm#bosk

bosk
Noun: A small wood, grove; thicket. Also see weald and wold.

weald
Noun: Forest, wood, grove, but also bushes or foliage. Similar to German Der Wald, a forest or 
woodland. Also see wold and bosk.

wold
Noun: Forest, wood, grove, but also bushes or foliage. Also used to describe an upland region of 
moorland. Similar to German Der Wald, a forest or woodland, and probably also related to veld 
and veldt, though I don't usually think of treeness in that context. (Ah, as I suspected! I tweaked 
the sounds a little bit, in the usual ways that sounds can change with time, and came up with 
wild. That guess prompted a bit of research, culminating in the discovery of a theory that all 
these words do indeed spring from a common ancestor, Indo-European weidh (separate - also the 
source of divide and widow), and referred to land separate or remote, the sort of land which is 
usually (in Germanic countries, anyway!) wooded.) Also see weald and bosk.



Wald
http://www.dsl.ac.uk/

DSL - DOST   Wald, n.  [ME and e.m.E. wald(e, wælde, wolde (Layamon), OE wald.] An area of 
open country, a plain, a hill, a stretch of moorland; the earth, the ground. b. attrib. Ane heid wald 
hedge, a hedge marking the boundary of a piece of land.

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/weald

Main Entry: weald 
Pronunciation: \'weld\
Function: noun
Etymology: the Weald, England, from Middle English weeld, from Old English weald forest — 
more at wold
Date: before 12th century
1 : a heavily wooded area : forest <the Weald of Kent>
2 : a wild or uncultivated usually upland region

Main Entry: wold 
Pronunciation: \'wold\
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle English wald, wold, from Old English weald, wald forest; akin to Old High 
German wald forest, Old Norse vo?llr field
Date: before 12th century
1 : a usually upland area of open country
2 capitalized : a hilly or rolling region —used in names of various English geographic areas 
<Yorkshire Wolds>

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/weald

weald [wi?ld]
n
(Earth Sciences / Physical Geography) Brit archaic open or forested country
[Old English; related to Old Saxon, Old High German wald, Old Norse vollr, probably related to 
wild]



It is felt that the wald basically meant the type of woods which you would find in the 
Liddesdale region along the water of the Hermitage and Liddle rivers. The names such 
as Copshaw Park, and Bygate Wood, where Wood and Park were indicative of small 
forrest along these streams. 
 

In the region where the Elwald live it can be seen this type of wooded region.



So Elwald would mean; a deer (elk) like people of the woods.

Now the question is;

Did the name sirname Elwald come from the personal name 
of King Elwald?

Given;

Though it is felt by this writer that Elwald meant Elk (deerlike animal) of 
the Forrest. In disregarding the letter “i” in the latter it becomes Ellot which 
is also felt to mean Elk of the Forrest. It is those nasty “i”s or “y”s which 
English literates including their computers can not help from sticking into or 
can not conceive the the Scottish name Ellot would not have one. Get use to 
it the Scottish name Ellot does not have one.

But any way the symbol on the minted coin of King Elwald I is the same 
symbol use in the Liddesdale region where Elwald is being used as a sir 
name carved in stone. The mathematical  likelihood of these to actions being 
independent of each other is extremely low. So it is accepted by the writer 
that the sir name Elwald came from the personal name of King Elwald I.



Where does the Scottish name Ellot come from?
From Elwald we get El wald, and from Ellot we get El lot. So the wald has 
been changed to lot.

As it can be seen wald and lot have similar meanings.
But lot; can be use in words such as Hamellot, Camellot, Sir Lancellot and 
Ellot. 

About this time in the early sixteenth century a William of Larriston names it 
is felt his second son which is also felt to become the first Laird of Stobbs 
Gavin or Gawaine who is well educated referred to as a tutor, clerk and bailee 
(administrator).



Who is Gawaine?

Sir Gawaine is son of Lot in of Orkney, in the story of Sir Lancelot.



It should be noted that in the above the Laird of the Hermitage, James 
Hepburn Earl of Bothwell is also Laird of Orkney.



Though the extension lot was basically used during a short time in the 
sixteenth century this concurred with the time period the Scottish 
Elwald/Ellot family would use the name from about 1530-1590.

Mark Elliot    9/5/2010

map is included so readers can guess who may have ruined such a good 
Scottish name such as Ellot by putting a “y” or an “i” in it.

Mark 


